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Introduction 

ATTACH~1ENT 

SAFETY EVALUATION 

When the containment {reactor building) is closed to the environment, it is 
maintained several inches water gauge negative with respect to the outside 
atmosphere . Reactor building negative pressure is required to ensure that ~ny 
airflow or leakage will be into containment. This ensures that any airborne 
radiation in containment will not be released to the environment 
inadvertently. The negative pressure is maintained by the reactor building 
purge system which discharges air from the reactor building to the environment 
through filters and a monitored pathway. Periodic verification of negative 
pressure is readily achieved using instrument readouts in the control room. 
When both doors of a containment airlock are opened to facilitate specific 
tasks, the negative containment pressure is decreased to a point where control 
room instrumentation sensitivity is insufficient to determine whether reactor 
building pressure is negative with respect to the environment. This 
evaluation reviews the licensee proposal to use.an alternate means to monitor 
reactor building pressure during periods when airlocks are open. 

Evaluation 

The reference point for the control room instrumentation is located in the 
auxiliary building, an area which is maintained at a slightly negative 
pressure with respect to the environment. This arrangement introduces a 
degree of conservatism to the control room indicators. It is possible for the 
control room instruments to indicate a positive reactor building pressure 
{with respect to the auxiliary building) when, in fact, the reactor building 
pressure is negative with respect to the environment. Whenever reactor 
building airlocks are open, the purge system maintains a negative pressure in 
the reactor building. However, the pressure is only slightly negative and 
comparable to the negative pressure in the auxiliary building. In this · 
condition, the control room pressure monitors do not provide satisfactory 
indication of reactor building negative pressure. 

The operation of reactor building airlocks is controlled by Operating 
Procedure 4210-0PS-3240.01. This procedure is approved by the NRC TMI Program 
Office per Technical Specification requirements listed in section 6.8.2. The 
airlock operating procedure requires that durir.f periods when the airlock is 
open. continuous local air flow indicators are i~ service. Personnel are 
stationed at the airlock continuously to monitor ~~~· flow and to close the 
airlock if air flow is observed outward from the building. As additional 
precautions. the procedure requires a reactor t~iiding air sample to be taken 
and anal)·zed prior to opening the airlock. O~r ~ n~ ~he tine the airlock is 
cpen, a continuous airbcrne radiation nonitor ~ ! 1r service outside the 
airlock. 
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Conclusion 

Based on the above evaluation, procedural control of reactor building pressure 
is desirable during periods when the airlock is open. The proposed change 
allows an alternate method to verify that containment pressure is negative 
with respect to the environment. It does not reduce any safety margins or 
result in increased effluents to the environment. The proposed change falls 
within the scope of activities previously considered in the Programmatic 
Environment Impact Statement (PElS). . 



.. · . 
~~V€1LLAN:E R£QUIREM~NTS 

INTERNAL PR£SS~E 

4.6.1.4.a The primary contai~~ent internal pressure shall be determined to be 
within the limits at least once per 12 hours, via the instrumentati~, listed 
in Table 4. 3-7, except during periods whe_n the contaim~ent building is open to 
the atmosphere. 

4.6.1.4.b During periods ~nen the containment building is open to the 
atmoshpere, methods to ensure airflow into the c~,tainment building shall be 
i~lemented in accordance with procedures approved pursuant to Specification 
6.8.2. 

AIR TEMPERA TLRE 

4.6.1.5 The primary containment average air temperature shall be the 
arithmetical average or the temperatures at the follo~ing locati~,s and shall 
be determined at least ~,ce per 24 hours. 

Location 

a. RB n~~nal Elev. 350' (1 temperature indication) 
b. R8 nominal Elev. 350' (1 temperature indication) 
c. RB nominal £lev. 350' (1 temperature indication) 

CONTAIN~NT PLRGE: EXHAUST SYSTEM 

4.6.3 The Containment Purge Exhaust System shall be demonstrated O?ERASLE: 

a. At least ~~ce per 31 days during o~eratiQ, by verifying that the Purge 
Exhaust System in the normal operat~ng mode meets the following 
c0'1ditions: 

1. Filter Pressure Drop: The d/p across the cG~~ined H£PA filters 
shall not exceed 6 inches water gau~e while the system is operating. 

b. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the ventilation system 
meets the following conditions: 

1. Visually inspect each filter train and associated c~~~•ents in 
accordance with Section 5 of ANSI NSl0-1980, as required by 
Regulatory Positi~• C.5.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, 
~arch 1978. The inspecti~, should be performed prior to the DO? 
test of this section. 

2. Flow Test: Exhaust flow rate shall be ~ithin 18,000 cfm to 
27,000 cfm operating band for eacn filter train with one filter 
train and one exhaust fan operating. Testing shall oe in acco~dance 
.. itn ANSI NSl0-1980, Section 8.3.1, pa:-a;rapns 3 and 4. 

3. DO? Test: Each filter train shall oe tested in a:cordan:e with 
Se:tio, 10 of AI~Sl KSl0-1980, as re:J:.:.::-e~ ~Y :;e;ulatory ?ositio.~ 
C.5.: c~ ~e;:.:la:c:y G~!~e 1.~2, ~evi~!o~ 2, ~ir:h 1~78. 

r~Ji::: :ns~c!le~ syste~ f:o. :r.s::-.. r:--.e:1:c::::· :! c:l::..,c:e f::- t'1e :.es: 
==~::::~: :- ~~::::- ~.!.:.=.; ~:~~:. 
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